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Abstract 
Understanding protein-protein interaction (PPI) is important in order to understand cellular processes. 

X-ray crystallography and mutagenesis, expensive methods both in time and resources, are the most 

reliable methods for detecting PPI. Computational approaches could, therefore, reduce resources and 

time spent on detecting PPIs. During this master thesis a method, cProQPred, was created for scoring 

how realistic coarse PPI models are. cProQPred use the machine learning method Random Forest 

trained on previously calculated features from the programs ProQDock and InterPred. By combining 

some of ProQDock’s features and the InterPred score from InterPred the cProQPred method generated 

a higher performance than both ProQDock and InterPred.  

 

This work also tried to predict the quality of the PPI model after refinement and the chance for a 

coarse PPI model to succeed at refinement. The result illustrated that the predicted quality of a coarse 

PPI model also was a relatively good prediction of the quality the coarse PPI model would get after 
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Abstract  
Understanding protein-protein interaction (PPI) is important in order to understand cellular 

processes. X-ray crystallography and mutagenesis, expensive methods both in time and 

resources, are the most reliable methods for detecting PPI. Computational approaches could, 

therefore, reduce resources and time spent on detecting PPIs. During this master thesis a 

method, cProQPred, was created for scoring how realistic coarse PPI models are. cProQPred 

use the machine learning method Random Forest trained on previously calculated features 

from the programs ProQDock and InterPred. By combining some of ProQDock’s features and 

the InterPred score from InterPred the cProQPred method generated a higher performance 

than both ProQDock and InterPred.  

 

This work also tried to predict the quality of the PPI model after refinement and the chance 

for a coarse PPI model to succeed at refinement. The result illustrated that the predicted 

quality of a coarse PPI model also was a relatively good prediction of the quality the coarse 

PPI model would get after refinement. Prediction of the chance for a coarse PPI model to 

succeed at refinement was, however, without success.  
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Abbreviations 
 

CPM Combined probability of finding the interface within a specific distance from 

Sc and EC given nBSA 

CP score Contact preference score (predicted ProQDock score) 

cProQPred Predictor (combined version of ProQDock and InterPred) 

EC Electrostatic complementarity 

Erep Van der Waals repulsive term 

Etmr The difference between Rosetta total score and the van der Waals repulsive 

term 

Fintres Fraction of residues at the interface 

FN False negative 

FP False positive 

FPR False positive rate 

InterPred score The probability that the PPI model is true 

IS score Interface Similarity 

Isc Interface energy 

Ld Link density 

nBSA Normalized buried surface area 

PDB Protein Data Bank 

PPI  Protein-protein interaction 

ProQ Estimation of the structural PPI models accuracy 

ProQDock score Predicted DockQ score 

rGb Accessibility score 

ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic 

rTs Rosetta total score 

Sc  Shape complementarity 

SVM Support vector machine 

TN True negative 

TP True positive 

TPR True positive rate (Recall) 
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1. Introduction 

This section presents the background, purpose and aim of this master thesis. 

 

1.1 Background 
Many proteins interact with each other in order to fulfill their function [1], therefore,    

protein-protein interactions (PPI) are an important component in cellular processes [2] [3]. 

PPIs represent a key part in several areas of research, such as proteomics research in order to 

understand disease mechanisms or for drug development [2], where the 3D structure of the 

complex can give information about the protein’s function [1]. However, structural 

determination of a protein complex is technically more demanding then determining the 

structure of a single protein or a protein fragment [1] [4].  

 

There are several high-throughput methods for detecting PPIs [2] [3], e.g protein chip [5] and 

Yeast two-hybrid [6]. Detection of PPI through high-throughput methods often generate a 

large number of false negatives and positives [3] [7]. Therefore, the most reliable methods for 

detecting PPI are X-ray crystallography and mutagenesis, which are expensive in both time 

and resources [8]. Thus, new methods for predicting PPIs are developed through 

computational approaches [3]. Construction of these PPI models constitutes the two basic 

challenges in structural biology; generating realistic PPI models and evaluating the accuracy 

of the model, i.e. scoring how realistic the model [9] is more often referred to as the models 

quality.   

 

1.1.1 Generating realistic PPI models  

In order to generate realistic PPI models, a number of different computational approaches 

have been applied, e.g. approaches using co-evolution [10] and phylogenetic profiles [11]. 

 

Methods using co-evolution for predicting PPI works through comparing the evolutionary 

distance between proteins sequences. In co-evolution, phylogenetic trees are built for the two 

presumed interacting proteins and a similarity between the trees indicate coordinated 

evolution, and that all cellular complex in those phylogenetic trees would have endured a 

similar evolutionary pressure [10]. An example could be when both proteins disappear 

simultaneously within one species, indicating that the proteins cannot function without each 

other [10]. Methods using phylogenetic profiles consider proteins with matching or similar 

phylogenetic profiles to have a tendency to be functionally linked [11]. Functionally linked 

proteins are thought to have to evolve correlated, which indicate that the proteins participate 

together in a structural complex or metabolic pathway [11]. 

 

The different approaches for predicting the 3D structure are either template-based or 

template-free methods. A template-based method uses templates, which can be of a different 

kind, in order to predict the PPI. InterPred is a pipeline for creating coarse PPI models based 

on structural templates [12]. The structural templates, which later constitutes the coarse PPI 

model, are obtained through structural alignments between structural models of the 

investigated proteins in the Protein Data Bank, PDB [12]. The created coarse PPI models 

might include overlaps between the two interacting proteins [12], e.g. atoms are too close to 
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be realistic. These overlaps can be resolved in a refinement process generating a more realistic 

PPI model, i.e. a refined PPI model.  

 

1.1.2 Evaluating the accuracy of PPI models 
When modeling PPIs a common technique is to generate many alternative PPI models, which 

necessitates methods for evaluating the quality of the models [4]. Constructing these programs 

for identifying the correct PPI models among the incorrect is the second challenge in 

structural biology [9]. In order to identify the correct PPI models, several different approaches 

have been applied, e.g. interface composition and shape complementarity [13] combined with 

machine learning [9] [12]. 

 

Evaluating the PPI model quality through interface composition and shape complementary is 

based on the importance of hydrophobic interactions in PPI. Since hydrophobic interactions 

lower the entropic energy [13], which makes binding favorable compared to not binding. In 

order for a presumed interaction to result in PPI the shape of the protein interfaces must be 

complementary [13]. Therefore, hydrophobicity and shape complementary can be used to 

evaluate the quality of different PPI models.   

 

Machine learning methods learn from known examples to make predictions on unknown or 

new examples [14]. There are several different machine learning methods, e.g. Random 

Forest neural networks and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [14]. An example of a program 

that uses machine learning to predict the quality of PPI models is ProQDock [9]. ProQDock 

calculates thirteen different features directly from the PPI model. These features are then used 

by the machine learning method SVM in order to predict the quality of the PPI model [9].  

 

The real quality of a PPI model can be calculated, for example, with Interface Similarity score 

(IS score) [15]. In order to calculate the IS score both the true structure and the predicted PPI 

model are needed. The score indicates how well the PPI model match the native protein-

protein complex. An IS score of 0.12, or higher, is considered an acceptable PPI model [12].  

 

1.2 Purpose of the project 
For computational approaches to be an option for investigation of PPI, good programs for 

evaluation of the PPI models quality are essential. Particularly, since generating many 

alternative PPI models are a common technique when modeling PPI [4]. 

 

1.2.1 Work process 
This work predicts the IS score for 30 000 previously generated coarse PPI models with the 

machine learning method Random Forest. Features from the program ProQDock together 

with the InterPred score from the pipeline InterPred was used to train the Random Forest 

predictor. Training was performed using 5-fold cross-validation, and the number of features 

was optimized so predictor only contained the essential features required for generating the 

highest correlation between the true IS and predicted IS score.  
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Furthermore, this work also tried to predict the quality of the PPI model after refinement, i.e. 

the refined IS score. In addition, the chance for a coarse PPI model to succeed at refinement 

was also tried. The chance of succeeding at refinement was defined as the difference in IS and 

refined IS score.  

 

1.2.2 Aim 

1. Create a Random Forest predictor that can predict the IS score for coarse PPI models based 

on features pre-calculated directly from the coarse PPI models themselves. 

 

2. Based on the Random Forest predictor created for prediction of the IS score for coarse PPI 

models, create a predictor that can predict the quality of the PPI model after refinement. A 

predictor that can determine which coarse PPI models that should generate realistic refined 

PPI models. 
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2. Process 

This section presents the timetable for the work process. The timetable was followed-up 

through continually checkups and discussions with the examiner. 

Week Activity 

36 Literature study  

37 Literature study (focus ProQDock) 

38 Run ProQDock on all unique models  

39 Debug ProQDock 

40 Run ProQDock on all unique coarse PPI 

models  

 Run ProQDock on all coarse PPI models 

41 Cluster the coarse PPI models 

 Create predictor 

42 Write report 

43 Mid-term evaluation  

 Parameter optimization 

44 Evaluate results 

45 Create graphs 

46 Create complementary results 

47 Write report 

48 Write report 

49 Proofread 

Submit report 

50 Create presentation 

 Present the master thesis 

51 Correct the final report 

52 Correct the final report 

 Write reflection document 
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3. Theory of methods 
In this section, important theories, concepts and functions are explained to provide a deeper 

understanding of programs and methods used in this master thesis. The exact procedures for 

the work process is presented in Methods, Section 4.  

 

3.1 Machine learning 
Machine learning methods, e.g. Random Forest and SVM, creates predictors that based on 

features and labels of training data can make predictions of the label for previously unseen 

data [14]. The prediction can either be of classification or regression type, where classification 

mean that the prediction is one of a numbers of classes and regression predict real-values [16]. 

Regardless of which machine learning method the principle is always the same, Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Overview of the principle behind machine learning. During the split data step, the data is divided into test set, Te, 

and training set, Tr. 

When constructing machine learning programs, Figure 1, the data will have to be divided into 

test- and training sets [14]. The test- and training sets contain different examples, where each 

example contain features and the label, e.g. a feature for predicting PPI models quality can be 

shape complementarity [9].  

 

The reason for dividing the data into test- and training sets is because training and testing 

cannot be performed on the same data since then the program would know the label instead of 

predicting it [17]. Machine learning programs are constructed through training the predictor 

on the training sets and thereafter testing the predictor on the test set [16]. The output of the 

predictor is the predicted label, and the quality of the predictor is the difference between the 

true label and the predicted label [16].    
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3.1.1 Random Forest 

The machine learning method Random Forest creates, just as the name suggests, a forest of 

random decision trees [18], where each tree is grown from the training set [19]. A decision 

tree for predicting if a person would play golf or not, depending on the weather could be built 

like Figure 2. The training set, Table 1, contain the three features; overlook, wind and 

humidity. Examples, in this case, indicates days where the weather was investigated and the 

label, play or not play, was recorded. This is an illustration of classification where you have 

two classes, play or not play. 

 

Table 1. Illustration of a training set, with eight examples containing the features (outlook, wind and humidity) and the label 

(play/not play). 

Examples Outlook Wind  Humidity Label 

1 Sunny  Low High Play 

2 Rainy Low High Play 

3 Cloudy High Normal Play 

4 Sunny  Low Normal Play 

5 Rainy High High Not play 

6 Sunny  High Low Not play 

7 Cloudy Low Normal Play 

8 Cloudy High Low Play 

 

 

Figure 2. Overview of how a decision tree could look like for the training set presented in Table 1. 

The decision tree grows from a root node, yellow node in Figure 2, and the data is split based 

on different features in order to create nodes that can predict the label [19]. The blue nodes 

are called leaves and in this illustration, they are all pure, i.e. all samples in the same leaf give 

the same label. However, when trees are allowed to become fully grown, i.e. grow until all 

leaves are pure, it is usually not optimal for generating the best predictions on the unseen data, 

and the same applies to the number of trees in the forest [20].  

 

When the forest reaches a critical size the predictions will not become significantly better 

with increasing number of trees [20]. Therefore, the number of trees and max depth, the 

maximal distance between the root node and the leaf that is farthest away, are two parameters 

to optimize in order to obtain optimal predictions. The optimal parameters should be cross-
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validated [20]. When combining several decision trees the label is determined by averaging 

all trees probabilistic prediction [19]. 

3.1.2 Test- and training sets 
Since testing and training the machine learning predictor on the same data would result in 

overfitting, i.e. the predictor repeating the label it has previously seen instead of predicting it. 

Cross-validation is a common practice to avoid overfitting [17]. With cross-validation, the 

examples is divided into k number of test sets. When training the algorithm, k-1 test sets are 

used for training and the remaining test set is used for evaluation [9] [17]. This is repeated k 

times, and test sets are rotated until all test set have been used for evaluation. 

 

In order to ensure that training and testing are not performed on the same data or data with 

high resemblance, all similar examples are grouped into the same test set [9]. The clustering 

of data in the case of interfaces can be performed through e.g. structural interface similarity 

by the program iAlign [21]. Where the coverage percentage for iAlign are 90 % with an error 

of 0.005 per query for detection of structural similar protein-protein interfaces [21]. With the 

threshold, P-value, 1×10-4 in iAlign, 0.01 % of the interfaces are classified as false positive 

(FP) [21], i.e. iAlign states that the interfaces of the two coarse PPI models are similar even if 

they are not. However, when clustering PPI models, FP are not a problem since test sets 

containing PPI models with no resemblance does not affect the prediction of the label, but not 

detecting true positives (TP) and clustering the two PPI models into different test set will 

result in overfitting. Thus, a higher P-value would result in more FP and therefore less false 

negatives (FN) which minimize the risk of overfitting. 

 

An PPI is categorized as FN when the method falsely predicts no interactions between the two 

proteins and FP when the method predicts an interaction between the two proteins even 

though the interaction does not exist. 

 

3.1.3 Parameter optimization 

In order to obtain optimal results for the machine learning predictor, some parameters have to 

be optimized. For Random Forest these parameters are the number of trees and max depth 

[20]. These parameters can be optimized with the program GridSearchCV [22], through a 

grid-search over a parameter grid containing the interesting values for each parameter [23]. 

Every combination possible of the values for the two parameters are evaluated and ranked 

based on cross-validation score [24]. The cross-validation score is the accuracy of the 

predictor [17], and the higher the cross-validation score the better. 

 

3.1.4 Feature importance 

When constructing decision trees, Random Forest starts splitting the training set on features 

that will contribute more to the prediction of the label [25]. Therefore, the placement of a 

node for splitting on a specific feature can be used to estimate the importance of that feature 

[25]. Features used for splitting the data at the top of the tree, i.e. near the root node, will be of 

higher importance than the features used for splitting the nodes to leaves [25].  
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3.1.5 Evaluation  

In order to evaluate the accuracy of a machine learning methods predictions, the Pearson’s 

correlation as well as Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, precision and recall 

can be calculated using the prediction and the true label [9].  

 

Pearson’s correlation is the linear relationship between the true and the predicted label 

ranging from -1 to 1 [26]. Where both -1 and 1 implies total linear relationship, either 

negative- or positive linear relationship while 0 implies no correlation between the prediction 

and the true label [26]. 

 

To evaluate the predictor’s ability to correctly rank models, ROC curves can be used. In ROC 

curves the true positive rate (TPR) are plotted against the false positive rate (FPR) [9] for 

different cutoff points in order to visualize the tradeoff between sensitivity, TPR, and 

specificity [27]. TPR and FPR are calculated through Equation (1) and (2) respectively.  

 

                 𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
    (1) 

 

                      𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁
    (2) 

 

Precision visualizes how many of the predicted interactions that are actual interactions, and 

recall is the percentage of correctly predicted positive interaction over the total number of true 

positive interactions. Precision and recall are calculated through Equation (3) and (1) 

respectively [9]. A precision of 0.8 and a recall of 0.6 would indicate: 60 % of all positives are 

found and 80 % of all predictions are correct. 

 

                 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
      (3) 

 

3.2 InterPred 

InterPred is a pipeline whose aim is to determine if two protein interact and how the possible 

interaction would occur [12], i.e. create PPI models. To achieve this purpose, InterPred uses 

structural templates and the pipeline basically consists of three phases [12]: 

 

Phase 1 - Target modeling 

Phase 2 - Structural template identification, modeling interaction and scoring  

Phase 3 - Refinement 

 

The three different phases will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2.1-3.2.3.  

 

3.2.1 Phase 1 - Target modeling 

Since InterPred is a structural template based method, structural models of the target proteins 

structure, homology models, must be obtained in order to search for structural templates. The 

search and modeling of these homology models are included in InterPred’s first phase,  

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Overview of phase 1 in the InterPred pipeline. 

The sequences for the target proteins, the proteins from the investigated interaction, are used 

in order to build 3D models of the proteins [12]. These 3D models are built through a 

homology modeling system which use HHblits [28] to search for sequence templates [12] and 

MODELLERv9.13 [29] to create the homology models [12]. 

 

3.2.2 Phase 2 - Structural template identification, modeling interaction and scoring 
Phase 2, Figure 4, consist of identification of structural template, modeling the presumed 

interaction and scoring the coarse PPI model in order to determine its quality. 

 

 
Figure 4. Overview of phase 2 in the InterPred pipeline. 

The homology models from phase 1 are used to identify structural templates through 

structural alignments with TM-align [30] against every chain in the PDB [12]. From the 

potential structural templates, obtained by TM-align, only the templates where both target 

templates have similarities with chains from the same PDB entry are selected as structural 

templates [12]. Each pair of structural templates is then used in the interaction modeling step, 

where the coarse PPI models are generated [12]. Since the quality of the coarse PPI models 

will vary, a scoring function is needed in order to rank the coarse PPI models and select the 

best ones. 

 

The coarse PPI models are scored by a Random Forest classifier trained on features, giving 

one of two classes, Yes/No interaction, to predict the probability that the coarse PPI model 

interact [12] (InterPred score). The features used for training the Random Forest classifier 

could be calculated directly from the PPI models and are derived from the model quality, 

structural alignment and interface [12]. Model quality measures the quality of the homology 

models [12]. The structural alignment feature defines the structural alignment quality between 

the structures of both targets and their respective structure templates, and the feature for 

interface describe the similarity between the structural template interfaces and the coarse PPI 

model’s interface [12]. InterPred filter all models with an InterPred score under 0.5 because 

they have a low probability of generating high quality PPI models [12]. 
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3.2.3 Phase 3 - Refinement 
The coarse PPI models might include severe clashes [12], i.e. overlap between the two 

interacting proteins. Since clashes suggest that the coarse PPI model is not entirely realistic a 

refinement step is useful for trying to reduce the clashes in order to find more realistic models, 

which is the third and last phase in the InterPred pipeline, Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. Overview of phase 3 in the InterPred pipeline. 

InterPred uses RosettaDock [31] to refine the selected coarse PPI model [12].  

 

3.3 ProQDock 

ProQDock is a program using SVM to predict PPI models quality, ProQDock score [9]. The 

ProQDock score is the estimated DockQ score, which indicates the quality of the PPI model 

[15]. However, in order to calculate the DockQ score the true structure, as well as the 

predicted PPI model are needed which is the reason for ProQDock to predict an estimated 

value for DockQ score instead of calculating it. The Pearson’s correlation between DockQ 

and IS score is 0.98 [15]. 

 

The predicted DockQ score, ProQDock score, is predicted from thirteen features calculated 

directly from the PPI models [9]. ProQDock’s features describe different aspects of a PPI in 

order to try to give accurate prediction of the PPI model’s quality. Description of the features 

will be discussed in detailed in Section 3.3.1-3.3.9. 

 

3.3.1 Shape complementarity 
A necessary condition for protein-protein binding is shape complementarity (Sc) at the protein 

interface [13]. Sc is defined as how complementary both proteins interfaces are physically. 

For example, a good Sc could be the match of a concave protein interface with a convex 

protein interface [32], Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Illustration of perfect complementary interfaces and non-complementary interfaces. 

ProQDock uses the Sc program from the CCP4 package [33] to calculate shape 

complementarity for the protein interface. Sc is represented by a score between -1 and 1, 

where -1 represent non-complementarity interfaces and 1 correspond to perfect 

complementary between the two proteins interfaces [9].   
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3.3.2 Electrostatic complementarity 

Electrostatic complementarity (EC) measure if the electrostatic potentials of the protein 

interfaces are complementary, since, the EC has effect on the stability of the native protein-

protein complex [32] [34] [35] [36]. A complementary EC can be visualized as the attraction 

between a positive and a negative charge. 

 

Calculating EC is time consuming and obtained with DelPhi [37] which calculate the 

electrostatic potential for each point at the surface of the interface by solving the linearized 

Poisson-Boltzmann equation iteratively [9]. The score for EC is ranked between -1 and 1, 

where a higher score indicates higher complementarity in the electrostatic potential for the 

two interfaces [9]. 

 

3.3.3 Size of the interface 

The size of interfaces varies between different PPIs [38] [39]. Since a smaller interface easier 

generate a higher Sc and EC than a larger interface, that has to take more residues into 

account, size of the interface should be taken into consideration when evaluating Sc and EC. 

ProQDock measures the size of the interface in two different ways, through normalized buried 

surface area (nBSA) and fraction of residues buried at the interface (Fintres) [9].  

 

nBSA measure the fraction of exposed surface area that becomes buried due to binding, while 

Fintres measure the fraction of buried interface residues [9]. 

 

3.3.4 Probability of finding interface within a specific distance 
As mentioned in the Section 3.3.3 above, Sc and EC should be considered in proportion to the 

size of the interface. ProQDock measures the combined probability of finding the interface 

within a specific distance from Sc and EC given nBSA [9]; (CPM). In order to calculate CPM 

a reference in terms of information about nBSA, Sc and EC from native structures in a 

database is necessary. ProQDock constructs the reference through three steps [9]: 

 

1. Calculation of nBSA, Sc and EC for 1 879 native structure from the database. 

2. Categorizing the interfaces into small, medium and large based on the distribution of 

nBSA. 

3. Categorizing the Sc and EC based on distribution into intervals of 0.005. 

 

ProQDock uses the reference in order to calculate the probability of finding the interface 

within a specific distance of Sc and EC, Equation (6). Where Equation (4) and (5) are the 

probability of finding the interface within a specific distance of Sc and EC respectively [9]. 

 

𝑃(𝑆𝑐|𝑛𝐵𝑆𝐴)   (4) 

𝑃(𝐸𝐶|𝑛𝐵𝑆𝐴)   (5) 

𝐶𝑃𝑀 = log(𝑃(𝑆𝑐|𝑛𝐵𝑆𝐴)) + log(𝑃(𝐸𝐶|𝑛𝐵𝑆𝐴)  (6) 

 

In order to avoid Equation (6) to be undefined, ProQDock defines CPM as 0 if either Equation 

(4) or (5) is zero [9].  
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3.3.5 Link density 

An interesting feature to note for protein-protein interaction is the number of contacts between 

residues at the interface of the two proteins. ProQDock measures the number of contacts 

between the two proteins through link density (Ld) [39]. Ld is defined as the ratio between 

actual contact points, links, and the theoretical maximum number of links [9] [39]. In 

ProQDock a link is defined as any couple of heavy atom from different residues within 6 Å 

[9], where the residues have to belong to different proteins. The theoretical maximum number 

of links are calculated through Equation (7), where A and B represent the number of residues 

found at the interface of the interacting proteins respectively [9]. Note, Ld measure ratio of 

contact points between the two proteins, unfortunately, these contact points can be located 

outside the interfaces if the model is constructed such as the interacting parts are located 

outside the interfaces, i.e. poorly constructed model. 

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠 = 𝐴 ∗ 𝐵   (7) 

 

3.3.6 Interface contact preference score 

Some inter-residue contact is preferred at the interface [38] and various residues have 

different effect on single protein or PPI [40]. Therefore, the number of specific contact 

between residues at the interfaces are interesting to study. Specific contact refers to 

interactions between residues of a certain sort, e.g. Ala-Ala or Glu-Asn and so on. ProQDock 

measures the number of times each specific contact exist between the two interfaces and the 

result is weighted by literature values [41] for the contact preference [9]. The contact score 

was used to train an SVM to predict the ProQDock score by the interface preference score 

alone [9]; (CP score).   

 

3.3.7 Burial of residues 

If a model has a lot of e.g. hydrophobic residues at the surface the model is probably 

incorrect, since hydrophobic residues are more usual in the core than the surface [36] [38]. By 

measuring the burial of residues at the protein complex surface an indication of the quality of 

the model can be obtained. Given a particular solvent accessibility, ProQDock’s feature burial 

residues (rGb) measure the propensity of a specific residue type with that specific solvent 

accessibility [9]. Note, rGb are measured for the entire surface i.e. not only for the interfaces. 

 

3.3.8 Structural model accuracy 
A feature for estimating the accuracy of the protein-protein structure is necessary to examine 

how realistic the complex structure is. In ProQDock the accuracy for the structural complex is 

estimated by the program ProQ2 [42], which uses structural and sequence based features to 

predict the accuracy of the structural model through SVM [43]; (ProQ).  
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3.3.9 Rosetta energy terms 

Rosetta is a molecular modeling software [44] [45] that scores molecular conformations in 

order to identify optimal energy functions [45] [46], which in turn calculate the energy terms. 

ProQDock uses four Rosetta energy terms: Rosetta total score (rTs), interface energy (Isc), 

van der Waals repulsive term (Erep) and the Rosetta total score minus the van der Waals 

repulsive term (Etmr), as features in order to predict the quality of PPI models. The lower the 

value of the energy term, the better the PPI model. 

 

rTs is Rosetta’s most common energy term and represents all Rosetta’s energy terms merged 

into one score. Isc is the distribution of intermolecular bonds at the interface, in other words, 

the excess of binding energy [9] at the interface, indicating how willingly the proteins are to 

interact. Erep represent the steric repulsion of van der Waals forces. It is only calculated if the 

interatomic distance between two atoms is less than the sum of van der Waals radii for the 

atoms’ and if the torsion angles of a single residue not affect the interatomic distance [47]. 

Erep can give an indication if the proteins in the model clash instead of being placed side by 

side, where overlap suggests that the model is not entirely realistic. Small overlaps might be 

resolved through refinement of the PPI model. Since even minor clashes can have a high 

impact on the rTs [9] it is, therefore, essential to study the Etmr, which is the total energy score 

without the contribution of Erep, in order to allow some clashes in the PPI models. 
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4. Methods 

This section describes the procedures for the work process.  

 

4.1 PPI models 

The 30 000 coarse PPI models used were previously generated, obtained from the InterPred 

study [12], through the InterPred pipeline for a set of protein-protein complexes from the 

Protein Docking Benchmark 4 [48].  

 

In the IntePred study [12] only some of the best coarse PPI models for each target underwent 

refinement, generating 10 000 refined PPI models for each coarse PPI model [12]. Out of 

these refined PPI models, only the best for each coarse PPI model was selected to represent 

the coarse PPI model after refinement. The best refined PPI model was defined as the one 

with the smallest difference in interface between the coarse- and refined PPI model [12]. 

 

4.2 Test- and training sets 
The 30 000 coarse PPI models were divided into 5 clusters for 5-fold cross-validation, where 

the coarse PPI models were clustered based on interface similarity by the program iAlign. In 

order to identify all similar coarse PPI models the threshold in iAlign was set to the P-value 

1×10-3, and all combinations of coarse PPI models with P-value under or equal to the 

threshold were considered similar and grouped in the same cluster.  

 

All coarse PPI models went through the program ProQDock.  

Each cluster was transformed into a matrix, test set, containing values for all feature 

subtracted from the ProQDock’s result files, complemented with the InterPred score from the 

InterPred pipeline and the true IS score.  

 

Some coarse PPI models were not compatible with the program ProQDock and were therefore 

removed from the test set which resulted in a total number of 28 837 coarse PPI models, 

where each test set contained between 5 620 and 5 830 coarse PPI models. These test sets 

were referred to as Coarse test- and Coarse training set. 

 

Since only the best coarse PPI models for each target had undergone refinement some coarse 

PPI models in the Coarse test sets had no corresponding refined PPI model. In order to predict 

the refined IS score the test sets were revised so they also contained the refined IS score, 

Refined test- and Refined training sets. The coarse PPI models that did not have a 

corresponding refined PPI model was removed. Resulting in a total of 1 595 coarse PPI 

models, where each Refined test set contained between 190 to 420 coarse PPI models. 

 

Training was performed through 5-fold cross-validation where each test set had its 

complementary training set containing of the remaining test sets, e.g. test set 1 and its 

complementary training set 1 containing test set 2, 3, 4, 5. The predictor for predicting the IS 

score was trained on the Coarse training set and tested on the Coarse test set, while the 

predictor for predicting the refined IS score was trained on the Refined training set and tested 

on Refined test set. 
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4.3 Random Forest regressor  
Random Forest regressor version 0.18.1 from scikit learn’s Python module was used to create 

the predictor. The parameters stated were random state set to 42, verbose 1, the number of 

jobs was set to 5, and the number of trees and max depth was optimized through the program 

GridSearchCV. Since, the predictor used features from both ProQDock and InterPred, e.g. a 

combined version of ProQDock and InterPred, this method was called cProQPred.  

 

4.3.1 Grid SearchCV 

Max depth and the number of trees used in the cProQPred predictor was optimized through 

scikit learn’s program GridSearchCV with 5-fold cross-validation. The combinations tested 

were all number of trees between 100-700 with steps of 50 and max depth 5-70 in steps of 5. 

 

The parameter combinations were ranked based on its cross-validation score, and the 

Pearson’s correlation between the true IS and predicted IS score for each parameter 

combination was noted. A statistic t-test with a 95 % confidence was used to investigate if the 

correlation from cProQPred predictors with different parameter settings were significantly 

different. When two correlations were considered to be not significantly different the 

parameter setting with the lowest number of trees and the minimum max depth was selected. 

For further experiments, parameter setting 100 trees and a maximum depth of 10 was 

selected. The Coarse test sets and Coarse training sets were used for cross-validation. 

 

4.4 Feature importance 
The importance of different features for predicting the IS score was obtained through the 

feature importance function in Random Forest. Given each feature its importance in 

percentage based on Coarse training sets. 

 

4.5 Predictor evaluation 
Several versions of the cProQPred predictor were trained with different cutoff point for 

feature importance, i.e. all features with an importance over the cutoff was included. The 

different cProQPred predictors were evaluated with Pearson’s correlation between the true IS 

and predicted IS score, obtained through the function pearsonr in SciPY’s version 0.14.0. The 

correlation for each Coarse test set and an overall correlation for all Coarse test sets was 

calculated.  

 

The TP, FP, TN and FN were calculated through sweeping a cutoff between 0 and 1, 

classifying all predicted IS score over the cutoff as predicted interactions. A true IS score 

equal or over 0.12 was classified as a true interaction, and the TP, FP, TN and FN were 

calculated through comparing the predicted interaction/no interaction with the truth for each 

cutoff point. 

 

4.5.1 ROC curve 
The TPR and FPR for different relevant cProQPred predictors, ProQDock and InterPred were 

calculated and presented in a ROC curve for performance evaluation. 
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4.5.2 Precision and recall 
The precision and recall was calculated for different relevant cProQPred predictors, 

ProQDock and InterPred, and visualized in a graph. 

 

4.6 Predicting refinement quality 

Predicted the quality of a refinement, i.e. how realistic a generated refined PPI model would 

be. The quality of a refinement was obtained through predicting the refined IS score, Section 

4.6.1, and chance of succeeding at refinement, Section 4.6.2. The cProQPred predictor created 

in Section 4.3-4.3.1 was used. 

 

4.6.1 Refined IS score 

Predicted the presumed refined IS score a coarse PPI model would get if it had undergone 

refinement. Refined test sets and Refined training sets were used for cross-validation. 

 

4.6.2 Chance of succeeding at refinement 

Predicted the chance for a coarse PPI model to succeed at refinement by predict the difference 

between the IS score of the coarse model and its refined IS score. Refined test sets and 

Refined training sets were used for cross-validation. 

 

4.7 Correlation - IS score and refined IS score 

The relationship between the IS score, refined IS score and the predicted scores from different 

relevant cProQPred predictors was investigated through Pearson’s correlation and scatter 

plots. Investigated relationships presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. The relationships investigated through scatter plots and Pearson’s correlation. 

True IS score True refined IS score 

True IS score Predicted IS score 

True refined IS score Predicted refined IS score 

True refined IS score Predicted IS score 

True IS score Predicted refined IS score 

Predicted IS score Predicted refined IS score 
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5. Results 

This section presents the results for all parts of the methods. 

 

5.1 GridSearchCV 

The cross-validation score from GridSearchCV and the Pearson’s correlation between the true 

IS and predicted IS score for each parameter combination is presented in Figure 7. A t-test 

with 95 % confidence based on the correlation from the predictor with the best ranked 

parameter combination generated the interval 0.7804 – 0.7695, for within the correlation is 

not significantly different to the correlation obtained from the predictor with the best ranked 

parameter combination. The upper and lower limit of the confidence interval is presented in 

Figure 7 by the yellow lines.  

 

 

Figure 7. Graphs over the cross-validation score, blue graph, and correlation, gray graph, for each parameter combination 

investigated. The yellow lines display the upper- and lower limit for the 95 % confidence interval for correlation to not be 

significantly different to the correlation for the best ranked parameter combination. The cross-validation score is read on the 

primary y-axis and correlation and the upper- and lower limit for the confidence interval is read on the secondary y-axis.    

A) The entire graph. B) Zoom in on the critical area. 

Figure 7.B) illustrate that the correlation for all parameter combinations with a lower rank 

than 170 are within the confidence interval, yellow lines. Therefore, all parameters 

combinations with a lower rank than 170 were sorted based on the number of features and 

max depth. The combination with the lowest number of trees and minimal max depth was 

selected as the optimal parameter setting, giving the parameter setting 100 trees and max 

depth 10. 
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5.2 Feature importance 
Each features’ importance is presented in Table 3 and Figure 8. 

 
Table 3. Table presenting all features and their respectively importance. 

Feature Importance (%) 

Sc 21.04 

EC 6.09 

rGb 3.52 

Ld 1.6 

nBSA 19.85 

Fintres 3.01 

CP score 1.65 

CPM 0.99 

rTs 0.0 

Isc 0.13 

Erep 0.25 

Etmr 0.34 

ProQ 5.46 

ProQDock score 1.08 

InterPred score 34.99 

 

 
Figure 8. Each features’ importance presented in percent. 

Figure 8 illustrate that only a few features have a high importance, where Sc, nBSA and the 

InterPred score have by far the highest importance while five features: the energy terms rTs, 

Isc, Erep, Etmr and CMP, have an importance under 1 %.  
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5.3 Predictor evaluation 

The correlation between the true IS and predicted IS score from different cProQPred 

predictors, containing features with an importance over a specific cutoff point, is presented in 

Figure 9.  

 

The 95 % confidence interval for evaluating if the different cProQPred predictors correlation 

is not significantly different to the correlation obtained by the cProQPred predictor using all 

features, generated the interval 0.7669-0.7780, yellow lines in Figure 9. All predictors with a 

correlation between these two lines are not significantly different to the predictor using all 

features.  

 

The different cProQPred predictors will hereby be referred to as cProQPred F > the cutoff 

point for feature importance, e.g. cProQPred F >10 for the cProQPred only trained on features 

with an importance over 10 %. The cProQPred trained on all features will be referred to as 

cProQPred F >0. 

 

 
Figure 9. Correlation between the true IS and predicted IS score from predictors only trained on features with an importance 

over different cutoff points. 

Figure 9 illustrate that cProQPred F >3, F >5 are above the upper limit of the confidence 

interval, and cProQPred F >1 are located just above the upper limit. cProQPred F >1.5 are 

within in the interval and cProQPred F >10 are just under the lower limit of the confidence 

interval.  

 

To visualize the different Coarse test sets impact on correlation, Table 4, the correlation 

between the true IS and predicted IS scores for each Coarse test set in the cProQPred  

F >0 – F >10 predictors were calculated, illustrated in Figure 10. The correlations for the 

Coarse test sets within each cProQPred predictors was investigated with a t-test, 95 % 

confidence, to see if the correlation was significantly different between Coarse test sets.  
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Table 4. Table over the correlations for all Coarse test sets from different cProQPred predictors. 

Test set cProQPred 

F > 0 

cProQPred 

F > 1 

cProQPred 

F > 1.5 

cProQPred 

F > 3 

cProQPred 

F > 5 

cProQPred 

F > 10 

Coarse test set 1 0.6143 0.6320 0.6377 0.6508 0.5648 0.6692 

Coarse test set 2 0.7851 0.7855 0.7820 0.7756 0.8133 0.7804 

Coarse test set 3 0.8983 0.9062 0.8913 0.9206 0.9218 0.8956 

Coarse test set 4 0.6535 0.6603 0.6402 0.7149 0.7494 0.6996 

Coarse test set 5 0.7466 0.7462 0.7479 0.7513 0.7507 0.7495 

All Coarse test sets 0.7724 0.7789 0.7709 0.7878 0.7910 0.7656 

 

 
Figure 10. Graph over the correlations between true IS and predicted IS score for all Coarse test sets from different 

cProQPred predictors. 

The result from the t-test illustrated that all cProQPred predictors include Coarse test sets 

which generate significantly different correlations. Regardless of which cProQPred predictor 

used, Coarse test set 1 always generate the lowest correlation and Coarse test set 3 always 

generate the highest correlation, Table 4. 

 

The highest correlation for all Coarse test sets, except Coarse test set 1, are obtained for the 

cProQPred F >5, Figure 10. While the difference in correlation between the Coarse test sets is 

smallest for cProQPred F >10. For this reason, the cProQPred F >10 and F >5 are interesting 

for predictor performance evaluation together with cProQPred F >0 as a reference.   
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5.3.1 ROC curve 

ROC curve for comparison of the cProQPred F >0, F >5 and F >10 predictors and how these 

perform compared with ProQDock and Interpred, Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11. ROC curve for comparing the performance of cProQPred F >0, F >5, F >10, ProQDock and InterPred. 

All cProQPred predictors, red-, black- and cyan graphs in Figure 11, finds more positives for 

the same number of false positives then both InterPred and ProQDock. ProQDock lies around 

the dashed line which represent random classification of interaction or non-interaction. A 

zoom in on relevant areas is presented in Figure 12. Scatter plots for visualization of the 

relationship between the true IS and predicted IS scores for the cProQPred predictors and true 

IS and predicted label for ProQDock and InterPred is presented in Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 12. Zoom in of the ROC curve on the area: A) where the cProQPred predictors deviates from the y-axis, B) 

visualizing the performance of the cProQPred predictors and InterPred. 

Figure 12 illustrate that cProQPred F >5 generate the highest true positive rate with the 

lowest false positive rate. However, the other cProQPred predictors perform almost the same 

as cProQPred F >5, and in the later part in Figure 12. B) InterPred also exhibit similar 

performance.  
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Figure 13. Scatter plots visualizing the relationship between the true IS score and predicted label generated from: A) 

cProQPred F >0, B) cProQPred F >5, C) cProQPred F>10, D) ProQDock.and E) InterPred 

The scatter plots for cProQPred, Figure 13.A)-C), are quite similar and centered around the 

red line which represents a perfect prediction of the IS score. Their respective correlation is 

also quite similar. ProQDock only has a correlation just above zero, Figure 13.D), mostly 

because of many high scoring false positives. InterPred filters InterPred score under 0.5 

resulting in a lower correlation than all cProQPred predictors, Figure 13.E).  

 

5.3.2 Precision and recall 
The relationship between precision and recall for cProQPred F >0, F >5, F >10, ProQDock 

and InterPred are presented in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. A) Graphs visualizing the relationship between the precision and recall for the investigated methods and B) zoom 

in on the relevant area. 
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The cProQPred predictors have both the highest precision and highest recall, while InterPred 

has more a linear relationship between precision and recall with lower values for both. 

ProQDock, however, never generate a higher precision than just above 0.2. 

 

5.4 Predicting refinement quality 
This section presents the results from predicting the refinement quality. 

 

5.4.1 Refined IS score 
The correlation between the true refined IS and predicted refined IS score is presented in 

Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15. Graph over the correlation between the true refined IS and predicted refined IS score for all Dock test sets from 

different cProQPred. 

The correlations for all Refined test sets from cProQPred F >0 – F >5, and all Refined test 

sets except Refined test set 5 for cProQPred F >10 have a correlation over 0.5, Figure 15. The 

Refined test set from cProQPred have the correlation closest to each other. 
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5.4.2 Chance of succeeding at refinement 

The correlation between the prediction of the difference in IS score, refined IS score and true 

difference are presented in Figure 16. 

 
Figure 16. Graph over the correlation between the predicted difference in IS, refined IS score and real difference for all 

Dock test sets from different cProQPred predictors. 

Only Refined test set 2, 4 and 5 have a correlation over 0.4 for cProQPred F >0 - F >1.5, and 

Refined test set 5 for cProQPred F >5. However, the correlation is low for all predictors when 

all Refined test sets are combined, green graph Figure 16. 

 

5.5 Correlation - IS score and refined IS score 

The correlation between all possible combinations of true IS, true refined IS, predicted IS and 

predicted refined IS score, all generated from cProQPred predictors, is presented in Table 5 

and Figure 17. For scatter plots visualizing the relationship between all combinations see 

Appendix A. 
 

Table 5. Table over the correlation between all possible combinations of true IS, true refined IS, predicted IS and predicted 

refined IS score. 

x-axis y-axis Included 

features 

Correlation ID 

number 

True IS score True refined IS score   0.8491 1 

True IS score Predicted IS score > 10 % 0.7656 2 

True IS score Predicted IS score > 5 % 0.791 3 

True refined IS score Predicted refined IS score > 10 % 0.5583 4 

True refined IS score Predicted refined IS score > 5 % 0.619 5 

True refined IS score Predicted IS score > 10 % 0.5615 6 

True refined IS score Predicted IS score > 5 % 0.6137 7 

True IS score Predicted refined IS score > 10 % 0.5883 8 

True IS score Predicted refined IS score > 5 % 0.6489 9 

Predicted IS score Predicted refined IS score > 10 % 0.9191 10 

Predicted IS score Predicted refined IS score > 5 % 0.9154 11 
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Figure 17. Correlation between all possible combinations of true IS, true refined IS, predicted IS and predicted refined IS 

score. 

The best correlations are obtained between the predicted IS and predicted refined IS score, 

true IS and true refined IS score and true IS and predicted IS score, which all generate 

correlations between 0.766 - 0.919, Table 5.  

 

A t-test with 95 % confidence illustrate that the best correlation with the true IS score is 

obtained with the predicted IS score from the cProQPred F >5. The best correlation with the 

true refined IS score is obtained with the predicted refined IS score and predicted IS score 

both from cProQPred F >5. This because it is no significant difference in correlation between 

the true refined IS and predicted refined IS score and true refined IS and predicted IS score. 
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6. Discussion 
This section includes discussion of main results, work process, impact in a broad sense and 

future perspectives.  

 

6.1 Results  
The main results are discussed in Section 6.1.1 - 6.1.5. 

 

6.1.1 Feature importance 
There was only a few features with a high importance, Figure 8. This indicates that only some 

features have a high impact when predicting the IS score. The most important features were 

the InterPred score, Sc and nBSA with an importance of 34.99, 21.04 and 19.86 % 

respectively. EC, 6.09 %, and ProQ, 5.46, also had an importance over 5 %.  

 

It is interesting that both the InterPred score and ProQ have a high impact on the prediction of 

IS score since they are relative similar features. The InterPred score indicated the chance for a 

coarse PPI model to interact in reality [12] and ProQ indicates the quality of the coarse PPI 

model [9]. However, it is not surprising that the coarse PPI model's quality would have an 

impact when predicting the IS score since the IS score actually indicates how well the model 

match the native protein-protein complex. 

 

Five features; CPM, rTs, Isc, Erep, Etmr, had an importance under 1 %, indicating that these 

features would not affect the predicted score. This might be because of other features 

contribute equally to the same result. Since decision trees start splitting the training set on 

features into nodes based on their contribution to the predicted label [25], when two features 

contribute equal to the same result, the feature which is presented first in the training set will 

be selected for splitting the data giving it a higher importance than the other feature, thus end 

up further down in the decision tree. Out of the five features with an importance under 1 %, 

all energy terms were found and another theory for their low importance might be that 

calculation of energy terms are more suitable for refined PPI models than coarse PPI models. 

 

6.1.2 Predictor evaluation 
The correlation between the true IS and predicted IS score from different cProQPred 

predictors, Figure 9, illustrateed that cProQPred F >3 and F >5 was significantly better than 

cProQPred F >0, with correlations of 0.79, 0.78 and 0.772 respectively. The correlation is 

fairly high which means that these predictors can predict the IS score well.  

 

cProQPred F >10 was significantly inferior to cProQPred F >0, with a correlation of 0.766. 

Even if the correlation was significant inferior to cProQPred F >0, it was still high.  

An advantage with this predictor is that it does not include the feature EC, which is a time 

consuming feature. It, therefore, becomes a balance between obtaining best possible 

correlation and computational time. 

 

The Coarse test sets for all cProQPred predictors, Figure 10, generated correlations which 

were significantly different. Regardless of cProQPred predictor, Coarse test set 3 always 

generated the highest correlation and Coarse test set 1 the lowest. In order to avoid overfitting, 

cross-validation [17] was used, where all similar coarse PPI models were grouped into the 

same cluster [9], Coarse test set. Since coarse PPI models with high resemblance were 

clustered into the same Coarse test set, this might result in some Coarse test set constitutes of 
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more challenging coarse PPI models to predict the IS score for, resulting in lower correlation 

for the Coarse test set.  

 

When clustering the coarse PPI models based on interface similarity, by iAlign, the threshold 

was 1×10-3. Since a threshold of 1×10-4 results in 0.01 % FP classification of the interfaces 

[21] a higher threshold would minimize the risk of clustering similar PPI models into different 

Coarse test sets. Therefore, there is no reason to believe that the overall high correlation for 

all cProQPred predictors is generated due to overfitting.  

 

ROC curve, Precision and recall 

The ROC curve, Figure 11, for comparing the performance of cProQPred F >0, F >5, F >10 

with ProQDock and InterPred, illustrated that all cProQPred predictors performed better than 

both ProQDock and InterPred. This result was visualized more clearly in the precision, recall 

graph, Figure 14, where cProQPred F >5 had the highest precision and recall. However, the 

other cProQPred predictors were located just under the cProQPred F >5, indicating that these 

perform quite similar. The investigation of feature importance illustrated that both some 

features from ProQDock and the InterPred score had a high impact when predicting the IS 

score. It was, therefore, expected that cProQPred generated a higher performance than the 

individual programs. 

 

The ROC curve illustrated that ProQDock performed the same as random classification. This 

was explained by the scatter plot, Figure 13.D), which illustrated that ProQDock include a lot 

of outliers. The reason for this inferior results for ProQDock was probably due to the reason 

that ProQDock was trained on refined PPI models [9] and not on coarse PPI models as 

cProQPred. 

 

InterPred had no predicted InterPred scores under 0.5, Figure 13.E), because InterPred 

filtered all coarse PPI models with an InterPred score under 0.5, since they had a low 

probably of generating high quality coarse PPI models [12]. This effect the correlation 

between the true IS and InterPred score, and was probably the reason for InterPred’s inferior 

correlation. 

 

6.1.3 Predicting refinement quality 

Since the Refined test sets only include between 190 - 420 coarse PPI models while the 

Coarse test sets include between 5 620 - 5 830 coarse PPI models, the predictors for 

predicting the refined IS score will be trained on fewer coarse PPI models. This might affect 

the predictions and moreover the correlation between the true refined IS and predicted refined 

IS score. The small size of the Refined test sets can, therefore, be considered as a weakness.  

 

Refined IS score 

The correlation between the true refined IS and predicted refined IS score for all test sets 

combined was around 0.6, Figure 15, for all cProQPred predictors. This classifies as a fairly 

good result considering it predicts the presumed refined IS score a coarse PPI model would 

get if it had undergone refinement.  

 

Chance of succeeding at refinement 

The correlation between the predicted difference in IS, refined IS score and true difference, 

Figure 16, had a low correlation when all Dock tests were combined, and the correlations for 

each Refined test set was significantly different. The spread in correlations for the different 
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Refined test sets was expected because of the spread in correlation for the different Coarse 

test sets. The distribution of correlation was, however, more spread for the Refined test sets 

which might be because they include fewer coarse PPI models. 

 

Refined test set 1 always generated the lowest correlation, as well as Coarse test set 1 always 

generated the lowest correlation. However, the highest correlation was generated for different 

Refined test sets, Refined test set 2 and Refined test set 5, which differs from the prediction of 

IS score were Coarse test set 3 always generated the highest correlation. This difference might 

be because Refined test set 3 was the smallest Refined test set and perhaps included more 

challenging coarse PPI models for refined IS score prediction.  

 

The correlation for all Refined test sets combined was low which probably have something to 

do with information loss. Since the cProQPred predictors performed good when predicting the 

IS score and fairly good when predicting the refined IS score, the correlation for predicting 

the difference in IS, refined IS score and real difference was expected to be ok. However, the 

correlation was low, indicating that some information was lost. 

 

6.1.4 Correlation - IS score and refined IS score 
The true IS and true refined IS score had a correlation of 0.849, Table 5. This high correlation 

was probably the consequence of the definition of best refined PPI model, which was chosen 

to represent the coarse PPI model after refinement. The best refined PPI model had the 

smallest difference in interface from the coarse PPI model [12], the IS and refined IS score 

should, therefore, be quite similar resulting in a high correlation. 

 

A t-test with 95 % confidence illustrated that the best correlation with the true IS score was 

obtained with the predicted IS score from cProQPred F >5. The best correlation with the 

refined IS score was obtained with the predicted IS score or predicted refined IS score from 

cProQPred F >5.  

 

The true refined IS score can be estimated through either the predicted IS score or refined IS 

score. Since the predicted IS and predicted refined IS score had a correlation of 0.919, from 

cProQPred F >5, indicating that the predicted IS score and predicted refined IS score was 

practically the same. Making the original predicted IS score a relative good prediction of the 

refined IS score. 

 

6.2 Conclusions 

The first aim of this master thesis was to create a Random Forest predictor that could predict 

the IS score for coarse PPI models based on features pre-calculated. This has been achieved 

through creating a Random Forest predictor, cProQPred, using some features generated from 

the program ProQDock and the InterPred score from the InterPred pipeline. The cProQPred 

predictor had a better performance than both ProQDock and InterPred. 

 

Which features from ProQDock, that should be included in cProQPred was evaluated through 

their respectively importance for predicting the IS score. The best predictor considering 

correlation between true IS and predicted IS score was cProQPred F >5, only trained on 

features with an importance over 5 %. However, cProQPred F >5 include the time consuming 

feature EC. The best predictor considered the time for calculating features would, therefore, 

be cProQPred F >10, only trained on features with an importance over 10 %.  

cProQPred F >10 generate an overall correlation of 0.766 and is, therefore, a fairly good 

method for predicting the IS score. 
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The second aim was to create a predictor that could predict the quality of a refinement. This 

was conducted in two different ways; by predicting the refined IS score and predicting the 

chance for a coarse PPI model to succeeding at refinement.  

 

Prediction of the refined IS score with the cProQPred F >5 generated an overall correlation of 

0.619 between the true refined IS and predicted refined IS score. However, the true refined IS 

score could be estimated equally good with the predicted IS score. The correlation between 

the predicted IS and predicted refined IS score was 0.919, for cProQPred F >5. The high 

correlation indicated that the predicted IS and predicted refined IS score was practically the 

same. A relative good prediction of the refined IS score can, therefore, be made by the 

original predicted IS score. 

 

A coarse PPI model’s chance of succeeding at refinement was predicted by the difference in 

IS and refined IS score, which overall generated a low correlation. Since cProQPred 

performed good when predicting the IS score and fairly good when predicting the refined IS 

score, the predicted difference was expected to have an ok correlation. The correlation was, 

however, low indicating a loss in information.  

 

A limitation of cProQPred is that it uses pre-calculated features from the programs ProQDock 

and InterPred which makes it dependent on these programs. It would be preferable if 

cProQPred could calculate the necessary features directly from PPI models instead of 

generating them from other programs. 

 

6.3 Analysis of the work process 
The work process has functioned well thanks to continuously checkups and discussions with 

the examiner. Since this type of projects largely concerns solving problems which occur along 

the way and partial results determine the next step, a timetable was quite hard to design. 

During this project it has, therefore, been important to be open to chance, with a clear vision 

on the aim and what should be achieved.  

 

Only a week into the project the aim changed from scoring coarse PPI models quality by 

creating a predictor trained on a few features which the predictor should calculate by itself to 

instead create a predictor trained on features from ProQDock. The new aim first focused on 

retraining ProQDock on the coarse PPI models but later developed to a predictor trained on 

features from both ProQDock and InterPred. This led to more changes in the timetable and 

repeating previously conducted steps. The new aim, retraining of ProQDock, appeared to be 

an easy way to get the project started but instead followed debugging of ProQDock which 

resulted in some small side projects.  

 

The timetable has for this reason been a living document that was constantly updated and 

reformulated. 
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6.4 Impact in a broad sense 

PPIs are the focus in several areas of research, for example drug development or to 

understand disease mechanisms [2]. Since X-ray crystallography and mutagenesis are the 

most reliable methods for detecting PPI, which both are expensive in time and resources [8], 

other methods for identification of PPI such as computational approaches are a necessity [3]. 

In order for computational approaches to be an option for detection of PPI, programs for 

evaluating the quality of the PPI models are essential. Especially, since a common technique 

when modeling PPI is to generate many alternative PPI models [4]. Good computational 

programs for generating and scoring PPI models could, therefore, reduce time and resources 

spent on detecting PPI. 

 

6.5 Future perspectives 
cProQPred is dependent on the programs ProQDock and InterPred to generated the necessary 

features. Since cProQPred performed better than both program, it would, therefore, be 

relevant to produce a program which by itself can calculate the relevant features directly from 

the coarse PPI models and predict the IS score. The new program or further developed 

cProQPred would then be independent and the only needing the coarse PPI models to predict 

their IS score.  

 

The different features’ importance was investigated, in order to determine which features 

should be included in the predictor based on each feature’s contribution to the prediction of IS 

score. It would, therefore, be interesting to investigate if the features have a different 

importance for predicting the refined IS score. Perhaps different features contribute more to 

the prediction of refined IS score then IS score. If this would be the case, a predictor with 

another feature composition might generate a higher correlation between true refined IS and 

predicted refined IS score. 

 

It would also be interesting to investigate appropriate ways of determining if a coarse PPI 

model has a chance of succeeding at refinement. 
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Appendix A. Scatter plots – Relationship between IS score and refined IS score 

 


